
 

Yael’s Qualifications

BBYO 
•     2018 Spring Term Mekasheret 
•     MIT Board S’ganit 
• Planned MIT plan-a-project 
• Regional Recruitment committee 
• Walkdown 2018 
• Spring Convention 2018 
• Retreat 2018 
• CLTC 3 2018 (pending) 
• Participated at 90% of events 
• Active member in good standing since 

Fall ’17

Outside BBYO 
•      Klein Internship recipient 
•      Akiba Academy Honor Roll  2016 & 2017 
•      Bulldog Print 
•      Pre-AP/Honor classes @ Yavneh  
•      Planned camp programs 
•      USY chapter REC 
•      CPR, AED, and First Aid certified 
•      Recipient of Hebrew and JTL award

Yael Schuller 
 2018 Fall Term MIT Mom

Sally Blum BBG #1924

Caucusing for the high and honorable position of

for the amazing chapter of

10 Reasons Why I Want To Be Mit Mom

1. Because I believe that I can make an impact on these girls about the real meaning of BBYO 
2. Because I understand the educational process the MITS need to go through before they can be 

inducted 
3. Because I have a relationship with each individual MIT that I want to build on  
4. Because as a past Mekasheret I understand the recruitment side of being a MIT mom and I plan to 

continue recruiting to BBYO and to BLUM 
5. Because I want to make all the MITS engaged and excited to come to a project every weekend. 
6. Because I want to build up the future leaders of Blum in the best possible way. 
7. Because by having one strong MIT class, the future classes are bound to be even more amazing. 
8. Because I will work tirelessly to make sure that by the end of my term this MIT class will be educated, 

spirited, and so big we would need to make an extra line when taking chapter pictures 
9. Because I love all 23 of our beautifully amazing MITS 
10. Because I LOVE SALLY BLUM BBG WITH EVERYTHING I AM 



My Sister  
N’siah, my Sister  
B’nei Brith Girls, for 
the past year I have 
loved this chapter with my 
whole heart and welcomed 
23 MITS into Blum. As MIT mom I 
want to show this MIT class how to 
love Sally Blum BBG like we all do. With 
every new member who has a passion for 
Blum and BBYO, a whole world gets opened 
to them filled with new friends, leadership, and 
judaism. I want this MIT class to get inducted with 
their heart beating purple, silver, and white. I would be 
honored to serve as Sally Blum BBG’s Fall Term MIT mom 
to help ignite the strong BBG passion in each and 
every MIT. 

Submitted with undying love for Sally Blum BBG, Alisabella Nsiah, Seth  
beau, purple, silver, and white, Barry the dinosaur, this extremely huge MIT 
class, and each and every one of you, 
I forever remain, 

Yael Schuller

Recruitment:  
With the amount of MITS that we already have, it is difficult to think 

that we may have more. We plan to continue reaching out to people 
along with having a prospect dinner so that MITS and other members 

can bring their friends who are not in BBYO to meet the whole 
chapter and get a feel for the BBYO atmosphere. 

Reeducation: 
 Starting in August, we hope to teach the MITS about all things BBYO and NTO before they 

actually happen. For example, in December we will walk the MITS though regional convention 
so that know exactly everything that happens and what to expect. 

Retention:  
We plan to not only try to retain MITS, 
but to bring back inactive members of all 

grades by personally pursuing them 
and communicating with them on a 

regular basis to come to 
projects.

Ideas 

•MIT Retreat 
•Make MIT Board more involved as well as  have them shadow the real board 
•Have MIT specific programs 
•Enforce Big/Little 
•Make Big/Little reveal a whole chapter inclusive activity 
•Personally offer rides to as many MITs as possible & ensure everyone has rides 
•Bring a prospect shabbat

Calendar 

Summer: Keep in touch with each MIT and plan to have a MIT get together  
August: Welcome back overnight 
September: MIT pickup/kidnap & Big/Little Reveal 
October: MIT board elections & plan a project 
November: Have MIT board shadow chapter board at an Exec meeting 
December: Prepare MITS for regionals and MIT Induction 
January: Educate and prepare MITS for chapter elections 



MIT Mom Speech 
“I get excited about the things that inspire me.” -Dwayne Johnson  
When someone is passionate and loves what they are doing, they will do everything possible to achieve their goals. 

My sister N’siah, my sister B'nai B'rith girls, the reason I stand before you today is because I am excited to be Sally 
Blums 2018 Fall Term MIT Mom. I am passionate about being MIT mom and I aspire to make a difference in these girls 
lives and in this chapter. 

For this term I have 3 goals that I wish to accomplish. First, I want these MITS to end this term and get inducted with 
knowledge. I plan to do this with educational, but fun programs, having them learn through experience, and by being the 
contact for each girl for any questions they have at anytime. My second goal is to make these girls feel comfortable 
within the chapter, region, and in the international order. With the help of having Big/Little’s, by just having a very 
welcoming and loving chapter, I know that these girls will always feel welcomed here and anywhere they go in BBYO. 
My third goal to keep having more MITS. I know this sounds crazy but I believe that we can never have enough MITS. 
Even if we don’t have large increase of members, I hope to retain all 23 MITS we have now. I understand that with new 
schools and new workloads it can be difficult to stay active in BBYO but with encouragement through everyones ‘big’, 
having engaging programs every week, and always offering rides personally, I hope to always have a large attendance of 
MITS at all projects despite the location or type of project.  

The best way to keep members active is to have engaging, interesting, fun programs. I aim to have at least one MIT 
focused event each month. These events would included welcome back overnights, MIT pickup, Big/Little reveal, MIT 
board elections, and plan-a-project. Along with these events I hope to enforce other ideas that I hope will bond the chapter 
as a whole. For example: In august, when summer ends, I propose to have an overnight for the whole chapter. At this 
overnight it would be an opportunity for the MITS to bond with other members in the chapter so we can truly become a 
untied group. Big/little reveal is another event that will specifically link one MIT to another member. MIT election, board, 
and plan-a project can be a very important time in these girls BBYO career. It gives a chance for them to see what a real 
board does and the type of responsibilities that each position has. 

I want these girls to be inducted with a passion for BBYO. I want to have each and every one of the MITS to be glowing 
with pride for Sally Blum BBG. I want to be MIT mom to make a difference & to reach my goals. I am excited and 
inspired to be the Sally Blums MIT mom to our 23 beautiful MITS. 

Submitted with undying love Sally Blum BBG #1924, purple and silver dinos, Allison Big, Alyssa grandbig, Carly great 
grand big, Alisabella Nsiah, Seth Beau, NTO #74, and each and every one of you, 
I forever remain, 
Yael Schuller 


